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Abstract: Edge detection is an important technique in image processing .In this paper, a new approach to edge 

detection (Min Constructor - Gaussian Operator) is presented. Here the result of some traditional edge detection 

methods such as Sobel,Prewitt and Robert operator are compared with this new approach. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 Edge detection algorithm is essentially a process of 

detection of this discontinues in an image.The nature of 

intensity variation points to application of derivative 

operators for detecting edges.Application of derivative 

operator on intensity image produce another 

image ,usually called gradient image as it reveals the rate 

of intensity variation .The image is then  made to undergo 

thresholding and /or edge linking in order to yield 
contours.There are many ways to perform edge detection. 

However, the majority of different methods may be 

grouped into two categories, Gradient and Laplacian. The 

gradient method detects the edges by looking for the 

maximum and minimum in the first derivative of the 

image. The Laplacian method searches for zero crossings 

in the second derivative of the image to find edges. An 

edge has the one-dimensional shape of a ramp and 

calculating the derivative of the image can highlight its 

location.  

The goal of edge detection is to mark the points in a 

digital image at which the luminous intensity changes 
sharply. Sharp changes in image properties usually reflect 

important events and changes in properties of the world. 

These include discontinuities in depth, discontinuities in 

surface orientation, changes in material properties and 

Variations in scene illumination. Edge detection is a 

research field within image processing and computer 

vision, in particular within the area of feature extraction. 

 There are many methods for edge detection[1], but most 

of them can be grouped into two categories, search-based 

and zero-crossing based. The search-based methods detect 

edges by first computing a measure of edge strength, 
usually a first-order derivative expression such as the 

gradient magnitude, and then searching for local 

directional maxima of the gradient magnitude using a 

computed estimate of the local orientation of the edge, 

usually the gradient direction. The zero-crossing based 

methods search for zero crossings in a second-order 

derivative expression computed from the image in order 

to find edges, usually the zero-crossings of the Laplacian 

or the zero-crossings of a non-linear differential 

expression, as will be described in the section on 

differential edge  

 

 

detection following below. As a pre-processing step to 

edge detection, a smoothing stage, typically Gaussian 

smoothing[3], is almost always applied. 

II. TRADITIONAL EDGE DETECTION 

TECHNIQUES 

There are several traditional edge detection 
techniques.These techniques detect the edges by using 

different edge detection masks. 

A.SOBEL EDGE DETECTION MASK 

 
 

Fig. 1 Sobel Operator Mask 

B.PREWITT EDGE DETECTION MASK 
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.                                        Fig. 2  Prewitt Operator Mask 

C.ROBERT EDGE DETECTION MASK 
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Fig.3  Robert Operator Mask 
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III. MIN CONSTRUCTOR-GAUSSION EDGE 

DETECTION  METHOD 

The min constructor is a generalization of the tn-

processing 

 A t-norm T: [0, 1]2 → [0, 1] is an associative, 

commutative, increasing function, such that, T(1, x) = x 

for all x ∈  [0, 1]. At-norm T is called idempotent if T(x, 
x) = x for all x ∈  [0, 1]. 

The four basic t-norms are as follows 

1. The minimum TM
 (x,y)=min(x,y). 

2. The product TP(x, y) = x ・ y. 

3.  The Łukasiewicz t-norm  

                      TL(x, y) =   max(x + y − 1, 0). 

4. The nilpotent minimum t-norm 

5. TnM(x, y) = min(x, y), if x +y > 1 

                               0,            otherwise.  

 Let R ∈ F(X × Y ) be an FR. Consider two t-

norms T1 and T2 and two values n,m ∈ N so that n ≤ P 
−1/2 , and m ≤ Q−1/2 .We define the lower constructor 

associated with T1 , T2 , n, and m in the following way: 

 L n,mT1 ,T2 : F(X × Y ) → given by 

 

L n,mT1 ,T2 [R](x, y) =    

                            T1
m,n(T2 (R(x − i, y − j),R(x,y))) 

                            i=-n 

                           J=-m                    

                          for    all (x,y)∈(X,Y) 
 

The Algorithm begins with reading an M x N image. The 

first set of nine pixels of a 3x3 window are chosen with 

central pixel having values (2,2) i.e for each pixel(i,j) we 

are taking the 8 neighbourhood of (i,j).After the 
initialization, the pixel values are initially marked as edge 

pixel after an observation to the 8 neighbourhood. After 

the subjection of the pixel values the algorithm generates 

an intermediate image using a construction method stated 

below. It is checked whether all pixels have been checked 

or now, if not then first the horizontal coordinate pixels 

are checked. If all horizontal pixels have been checked the 

vertical pixels are checked else the horizontal pixel is 

incremented to retrieve the next set of pixels of a window. 

In this manner the window shifts and checks all the pixels 

in one horizontal line then increments to check the next 
vertical location.  
 

After edge highlighting image is subjected to another set 

of condition with the help of which the unwanted parts of 

the output image of  such type  are removed to generate 

an image which contains only the edges associated with 

the input image.  For an input image A and an output 

image B of size M x N pixels respectively we have the 

following set of conditions that are implemented to detect 

the edges pixel values. 
 

Input: An image A of M x N pixels (Phase 1)  

Output: An image B of M x N pixels  

Initial Edge Detection (A, B) using Min Construction  

For I←2 to M-1 
    For J←2to N-1 

        If A (I-1, J)>A (I-1, J+1) 

            Then If A (I-1, J-1)>A (I, J) 

                Then If A (I, J-1)>A (I+1, J-1) 

                   Then 
                      B (I-1, J+1) ←0 

                     B (I, J) ←0 

                    B (I+1, J-1) ←0 

    End For 

End For 

For I←2 to M-1 

    For J←2to N-1 

       If B(I-1,J)=255& B(I,J)=0& B(I+1,J)=255& B(I,J-

1)=255 

         Then B (I, J) is minimum and highlighted as edge 

initially.  

   End For 
End For 

 

In the above algorithm Min construction[3] is used but 

not after fuzzification as after fuzzification the 

membership values would become fractions that can’t be 

stored in unsigned char. Hence the same technique of min 

construction is used but on true picture and taking into 

consideration 8-nbd of a pixel (i,j).  

We can observe in the above algorithm written for a 

particular fuzzy condition that the nesting of statements is 

done in a manner that only the edge associated pixels are 
granted black pixel values and initially min valued edge 

pixels are given white value. These pixels are initially 

marked as edge.  

 

Phase 2. Input: An image B  of size MxN  

Output: Edge image of size MxN 

  

We now use Gaussian operator[11] on the intermediate 

image to get the edge image. And In this way  whatever 

image is being constructed is compared with edges found 

on same image by other existing techniques.  

 
GAUSSION operator mask is given as: 

 

 
 

                                             Fig. 4 Gaussian Operator Mask 

IV. EXPEIMENTAL RESULTS 

                                   
 

Fig. 5 Original Image 

 

 
Fig. 6  Result Using Sobel Operator Mask 
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Fig. 7  Result Using Prewitt Operator Mask 

 

 
Fig. 8  Result Using Robet Operator Mask 

 
 Fig. 9  Result Using Min Constructor-Gaussian Edge Detection Mask    

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, Comparison were made amongst the various 

edge detection algorithms with the purposed method. 

From the result analysis,it is concluded that the new 

concept Min Constructor-Gaussion operator provides 

better result for darker images compared to the traditional 
operators   
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